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 The implementation of guidance in two directions is carried out by discussing, 
conducting questions and answers, providing input and other activities. 
However, sometimes the guidance process carried out face-to-face 
experiences many obstacles so the coaching process does not run optimally 
and it is not as expected. The most common obstacle is when the supervisor is 
unable to attend the final assignment guidance. Communication barriers 
between students and supervisors also affect the success of the final 
assignment. Hence, it is necessary to develop a way to have the obstacles can 
overcome better. The method used to solve these problems using the system 
development life cycle method. The solution is currently using sms or online 
facilities such as email, social media, or the cloud from a third party. With this 
system, if face-to-face guidance activities are not possible, the process of 
preparing student final assignments can be carried out in order to be on time 
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1. Introduction 
The current technological development is so fast and it is very important to support human activities in order 
to optimize time better. One example of technology helps human activities is information systems. [1] "An 
information system is a system within an organization that meets the needs of data management, supports 
operations, managerial and strategic activities of an organization or agency and provides reports for certain 
parties. Education institutions need information systemto  support in improving the quality of services to the 
education process. Such as an academic information system which consists of many processes, including 
lecture planning to the final process such as the preparation of student final assignments. [2] "The final 
project/assignment is a scientific paper on research that discusses a problem in a particular field of science by 
using applicable scientific principles. Apart from being a graduation requirement, this final assignment aims 
to enable students to compile and write a scientific paper in accordance with their field of knowledge in 
understanding, analyzing, explaining problems and providing solutions in accordance with the field of science 
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they are taking ". This final project also in knowing the ability of students, whether they mastered the 
knowledge was given and able to apply the knowledge in society according to the competencies”. 
The final assignment guidance system is currently still running carried out by meeting directly between students 
and their supervisors. In practice, this final assignment guidance activity is carried out with discussion, question 
and answer, giving input and other activities. However, sometimes the guidance process carried out face-to-
face experiences have many obstacles so that the guidance process does not run optimally and it is not as 
expected. The most common obstacle faced is when the supervisor is not in place, moreover, a supervisor on 
average supports more than 10 students and each student generally does not have a regular schedule in 
conducting guidance so that if you want to attend, you have to queue physically. Communication constraints 
between students and supervisors also affect the success of the final project. The current solution is by utilizing 
sms or online facilities such as email, social media, or the cloud from a third party. Apart from that, there are 
other obstacles that make face-to-face guidance impossible, but the process of preparing student final 
assignments must continue in order to catch up on timeliness and student graduation in tertiary institutions. 
 
2. Research Methods 
Web-based learning as known as web-based processing (WBT) or web-based education (WBE) can be defined 
as the application of web technology in the world of learning for an educational process. In simple terms it can 
be said that all learning by utilizing internet technology [3] web-based learning is learning activity by using 
website and internet network "[4] Web-based learning media or e-learning is one of media learning used by 
the teacher on teaching learning process now because of its flexibility and effectiveness in a way of delivering 
learning materials via the internet that can be accessed anytime and anywhere" [4]. According to Mardi in [5] 
explains that, "Information is processed data tobe more useful and more meaningful for those who receive it, 
describes an occurs (event), and real unity (fact and entity) and is used for decision making" 
According to Darmawan and Fauzi in [6] "Information is processing data into a meaningful form for the 
recipient and is useful in making decisions at present or in the future". Agus Mulyanto stated in [7] that 
"Information is data had been processed into a form tobe more useful and more meaningful to those who receive 
it, whereas the data is a source of information that describes a real event". Management is a typical process that 
consists of actions: planning, organizing, mobilizing and controlling carried out to determine and achieve 
predetermined goals through the use of human resources and other sources [8]. The final assignment is a final 
project that must be completed by a student who will graduate from a bachelor's degree or diploma in a 
university or intitution ”[9]. 
 
 
"The final project/assignment or thesis is a scientific paper on research that discusses a problem in a particular 
field of science by using applicable scientific principles" [4]. Regulation of the Minister of National Education 
of the Republic of Indonesia No.17 of 2010, No.6 "The final project is the academic work of students in the an 
institution in written form, both printed and electronic, published and / or presented" [10]. 
According to [11] the waterfall model is the simplest SDLC (Software Development Life Cycle) model. This 
model is only suitable for software development with unchanging specifications. The function of each part of 
the waterfall model is as follows: 
1. Needy Analysis. This process that the authors prioritize the guidance and preparation process of students’ 
final assignments. This is done to make eady for students and lecturer to carry out the guidance and preparation 
process of students’ final assignments. 
2. System and Software Design. At this step, the final project uses a database and UML models such as activity 
diagrams, usecase diagrams, class diagrams, sequence diagrams, entity relationship diagrams (ERD), and 
logical record structures (LRS). 
3. Program Code making. Programming is a design translator in a language that can be recognized by the 
computer. In this process the author uses Sublime Text 3 software. 
4. Testing. Testing focuses on the software both logically and functionally and ensures that all parts are tested. 
It was done to minimize errors and undetection errors. Testing on this website uses blackbox testing which 
involves system verification. Meanwhile, the implementation is done by implementing the localhost server. 
5. Supporting or maintenance. It is possible that a software will change when it is sent to the user. Changes can 
occur due to errors and undetection during testing, or it can also happen that the software has to adapt to a new 
environment. This step can reduce the development process from the specification analysis step. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. System design step 
3.1.1. Needy Analysis 
Needy analysis is the first step to determine the resulting program. A good program according to user needs 
really depends on the success of conducting a needy analysis. There are two analyzes that are quite important 
to built a web, namely the analysis of user requirements and analysis of system requirements, as following: 
a) User Requirements. In the Web-Based Final Project Guidance Management Information System, there are 
three users who can interact each other in the system environment, there are: admin, students and lecturer. The 
three users have interaction characteristics with different systems and have different information needs to 
manage student data 
b) System Requirements. Users must log in first to access this website by entering their username and password 
so that the privacy of each user is maintained. Users must log out after using the web. Users can manage data 
on the web with access rights from that user. 
 
3.1.2. Use Case Diagram Design 
Use cases are described textually in the form of use case scenarios to explain the interactions that occur between 
actors and the system [12]. 
 
 




Description of Use Case Login 
Use Case  Name Login 
Requirements User login  
Goal User can login and can access website 
Pre-Conditions User can input data login dan password 
Post-Conditions User can access menu and website 
Failed end Condition User cannot login 
Actors Admin, Student, Lecturer 
Main Flow/ Basic Path 1. User accesses login 
2. User inputs data login and password 
3. System processes login 
4. System displays main menu of website 
Alternate Flow/Invariant A A1. System display main menu of website 
Invariant B B1. User acesses login 
B2. User inputs data login and password 
B3. System cannot process login 
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Description of Use Case Mengelola Data Mahasiswa 
 
Use Case  Name Data of Students Process 
Requirements Admin can process students data 
Goal Admin processes students data via online into web 
Pre-Conditions Admin login 
Post-Conditions Adding students data 
Failed end Condition Admin cannot process student data 
Actors Admin 
Main Flow/ Basic Path 1. User login 
2. System displays dashboard page 
3. User chooses menu of students data 
4. System displays students data page 
5. User processes students data 
Alternate Flow/Invariant A A1. System displays students data page 




Description of Use Case Mengel 
ola Data Dosen Pembimbing 
 
Use Case  Name Data of lecturers process 
Requirements Admin can process lecturers data 
Goal Admin processes lecturers data via online into web 
Pre-Conditions Admin login 
Post-Conditions Adding lecturers data 
Failed end Condition Admin cannot process student data 
Actors Admin 
Main Flow/ Basic Path 1. User login 
2. System displays dashboard page 
3. User chooses menu of lecturers data 
4. System displays lecturers data page 
5. User processes students data 
Alternate Flow/Invariant A A1. System displays lecturers data page 
Invariant B - 
 
3.1.3. Activity Diagram Design. 
Activity diagram is a diagram can model the processes in management information systen of the final 
assignment guidance. The diagram activity shows system activity in the form of action collection, how each of 
these actions is begun, decisions occurs until the end of the action. [13]. 
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Figure 3.2. Rancangan Diagram Aktivitas SIMBITA 
 
 
3.1.4. Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) 
In this section, the Entity relationship diagram or ERD is displayed diagram to describes the relationship 
between data objects and management information system of final assignment guidance. According to Brady 
and Loonam (2010) in [14], Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) is a technique used to model the data needs 
of an organization, usually by System Analyst in the analysis step of system development project requirements. 
Figure 3.3. Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) SIMBITA 
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3.1.5. Logical Record Structure (LRS) 
Logical Record Structure (LRS) is a representation of the structure of records in tables formed from the results 
of the relationship between the set of entities. 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Logical Record Structure (LRS) SIMBITA 
 
3.1.6. Class Model or Class Diagram 
Class diagram is the relationship between classes and a detailed explanation of each class in the design model 




Figure 3.5. Class Model / Class Diagram SIMBITA 
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3.1.7. Sequence Diagram 
Sequence diagram is a diagram depicting dynamic collaboration between a number of objects in the 




Figure 3.6. Sequence Diagram SIMBITA 
 
3.2. Display 
3.2.1. Interface Login Admin 
 
Figure 3.7. Interface Login Admin SIMBITA 
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3.2.2. Main Menu Admin 
Figure 3.8 Menu Utama Admin  SIMBITA 
 
3.2.3. Menu Data Pengajuan Judul TA 
Figure 3.9 Menu Data Pengajuan Judul TA 
 
 
3.2.4. Main Menu Mahasiswa 
Figure 3.10 Menu Utama Mahasiswa 
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As the essence of the above writing, several conclusions can be conclude: 
1. The running system which is applied in the guidance process of the final project still uses a manual system 
so it is less efficient because there are frequent obstacles that can hinder the guidance process and the 
preparation of students' final assignments process. 
2. The computerized system is expected to be able to solve the problems in the final assignment guidance 
system, so it can optimize the guidance process and minimize the error occurs. 
3. Implementation of web-based final project guidance management system is expected to facilitate the 
guidance process, save time, effort, and costs than manual systems. 
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